INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION – ECONOMICS PROFESSOR
The University
LCC International University is an accredited, BA granting Christian liberal arts university located in Klaipeda, Lithuania,
on the Baltic Sea. We seek to engage students in a transforming educational experience in order to create a generation
of leaders for Eastern Europe and the former Soviet republics. Graduates are expected to be able to think critically,
promote democratic ideals, develop a market economy, and rebuild the network of civil society within the context of a
Christian worldview.
The Scope of the Mission
LCC offers a unique missional experience to those who are interested in using the Christian liberal arts educational
model and a relational campus community in engaging students in an invitational way to consider a life centered on the
person of Jesus Christ. The scope of this mission called LCC now extends to 30 countries, as more than 60% of our
students come from outside of Lithuania. In fact, we essentially offer an opportunity to affect lives in countries that
would be very difficult to enter in other ways, countries such as Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Syria,
etc. As you are considering a possibility of joining LCC, note that the footprint of the opportunities extends far beyond
the small country of Lithuania.
Position Summary
LCC International University Business Administration department is seeking a Christian full time faculty member to
teach introductory and advanced economics courses and contribute to undergraduate student research. The successful
applicant would be able to teach a wide range of economics courses to the general business student population, as well
as to economics module students. Earned doctorate is preferred; a Master’s degree in a business field is required, with
a minimum of six graduate economics courses. Previous experience in international settings will be helpful.
Duties and Responsibilities:






Teach economics courses.
Participate in departmental and university faculty life, including meetings, committees, advising, and
interaction with students.
Keep the economics module updated by offering new and relevant courses for building student skills in
economics.
Contribute to student research by supervising undergraduate thesis research.
Contribute to faculty research by adding to the departmental research output.

Required Qualifications:






Firm commitment to LCC's mission, community standards and statement of faith.
Master’s degree in a business field required, with a minimum of six graduate courses in economics; doctorate
degree preferred.
Strong communication skills (oral and written).
Willingness to live outside of North America.
Strong self-motivation and initiative.

For more information please contact Natalija Z. Nausede, Vice President for Human Resources – opportunities@lcc.lt
To apply: https://lcchr.catsone.com/careers/index.php?m=portal&a=details&jobOrderID=8852132
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